S2020  SA BAY  (VIETNAM, 1990)
(Other titles: Falling into a trap; Falling into the trap)

Credits: director, Le Duc Tien ; writer, Le Ngoc Minh.
Cast: Thuong Tin, Le Cung Bac, Hoang Cuc, Ho Thai.
Summary: Melodrama set in Vietnam in the 1980s. After a long hard life working in
“R” zone, veteran Hac Quang is given an important post in the city.
However his old companion-in-arms, a painter named Tong Ngoc, is now
involved in organized illegal emigration and blackmail. Along with the couple
Thao-Tu Sinh, Tong seduces Hac into signing emigration permits.

“Sa bay = Falling into trap” Danh muc phim truyen Viet Nam, 1987-1997 –
Catalogue of Vietnamese feature films Ha Noi : Vien nghe thuat va Luu tru
dien anh Viet Nam, 1999. (p. 97)
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